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ABSTRACT
From the dawn of knowledge about chemical structures in the early 1800’s, through the early 1900s revealing the atomic structure, elucidation of the polymer
structure in the 1920s, perception of the first protein structure about 53 years ago, to the resolution of the gene structure more recently in the 1970s, structural
knowledge has always led the way for major revolutions in the chemical, physical and biological sciences over the past two centuries. The new millenium
has brought with it computational proteomics, which promises a high impact revolution in our understanding of the proteome as we know it. The overall
stability of the folded structure of peptides and proteins depends on the various interactions that its amino acid residues take part in. Of the various types
of stabilizing interactions, in the current study we have analyzed N-H....π interactions in a set of 100 different transmembrane proteins. The present study
details the results of N‐H...π interactions in relation to other factors like secondary structural elements, conservation score and stabilization centers
in transmembrane proteins. The obtained results suggests that the N‐H….π interactions contribute significantly to the overall stability of transmembrane
proteins.
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INTRODUCTION
A folded protein is stabilized by a number of noncovalent
interactions such as hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, salt
bridges, and cation‐aromatic interactions 1,2. Such interactions have
been subjected to extensive structural analysis to elucidate the different
geometrical criteria required to identify them 3. In addition, weak
interactions also play a major role towards stabilizing a fully processed
mature protein structure. Among the several weak intermolecular
interactions contributing to the stability of various chemical and
biological entities, the N‐H…π interaction is one of the most widely
known 4,5. Nonconventional, weak hydrogen bonds are ubiquitous in
proteins, protein-ligand complexes, protein-protein complexes, nucleic
acids etc. enhancing their overall stability 6. In particular, transmembrane
protein structures contain a large number of weak interactions, which is
presumably due to a relatively large fraction of small amino acids such
as glycine, alanine and serine, and the interfold distances are thus
shorter; facilitating the weak interactions 6. Positively charged or δ(+)
amino groups of lysine, arginine, asparagine, glutamine and histidine
are preferentially located within 6Å of the ring centroids of
phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan, where they make van der
Waals contact with the δ( ‐) π‐electrons and avoid the δ (+) ring
edge. This geometric pattern is recognized as N‐H…π interaction 4.
These non-covalent interactions involving the π ring system as hydrogen
bond acceptor were first described by Wulf et al.7 through spectroscopic
analysis of small molecules and subsequently in peptides by McPhail
and Sim 8, but their importance was not immediately appreciated. Much
later, the N‐H…π interactions in proteins attracted the greater
attention, following the observation of the stabilizing effect of such
interactions in beta sheets 9, helix termini 10, helices containing proline
residues 11, packing of transmembrane helices 12, collagen 13, and DNA
14
. Since then, a greater number of X‐H…π interactions in proteins
have been found in a single case studies, involved in wide variety of
functions such as secondary structure stabilization 15,16, DNA
recognition 17, enzymatic action 18, ligand and drug recognition 19.
Despite the fairly large number of theoretical and experimental
investigations of cation‐π and C‐H…π hydrogen bonds, there are
relatively a few studies on systems exhibiting the N‐H…π
interactions. This is because, the relatively small intermolecular
interaction energies of these systems make it very difficult to
characterize them experimentally 20,21. Nevertheless its weak nature
makes it one of the most poorly understood interactions. Following
the identification of an amino/aromatic hydrogen bond in SH2

domain/peptide binding by Walksman 22, there has been a
resurgence of interest in such interactions in proteins.
Theoritical ab initio calculations have also been performed which have
shown that the energy of these noncovalent interactions is less than the
energy of a conventional hydrogen bond. However, since these
interactions can occur more frequently than regular hydrogen bonds,
they may well contribute to the protein’s stability to the same extent as
standard hydrogen bonds 23. Hence, in this work, an attempt has been
made to collect the information concerning N‐H…π interactions on
the structural stability of transmembrane proteins. In addition, we
have systematically studied the role of N‐H…π interactions in
relation to other factors like amino acid preference, secondary
structural elements, interaction range, conservation analysis and
stabilization centers.
Transmembrane proteins are, in many respects, easier to investigate
computationally than experimentally, due to the uniformity of their
structure and interactions i.e. consisting predominantely of nearly
parallel helices packed together on one hand and presenting the
challenges of solubility on the other; considering this we have
undertaken an computational approach in this study to determine the
contribution of N-H...π interactions towards the overall stability of
transmembrane proteins. The frequency and extent of conservation in
the amino acids involved in the presented interactions unambiguously
shows that the N‐H…π interactions cannot and must not be
neglected. We postulate that the incorporation of the entirety of this
N‐H…π interactions could provide new perspectives and possibly
new answers for the structural biologist.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data set
A database of membrane proteins was derived from the information
about their three‐dimensional structures. Membrane proteins are of
two kinds, one that spans the cytoplasmic membrane with α‐helices
(TMH) and the other that consists of β‐strands in the outer
membranes (TMS). We have selected a set of 100 (50 TMH and 50
TMS) trasmembrane proteins for our analysis. The co‐ordinates of the
proteins have been taken from the PDB 24. The PDB codes of the
TMH and TMS used for the analysis are shown in Table 1.
NH….π interactions
N‐H…π interactions are calculated using the program available for
this purpose namely HBAT 25. The positions and geometry of donor
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and acceptor atom with their default parameters are shown in Fig. 1.
The donor group is represented as N‐H and the acceptor is the π
system. The distances are usually measured from the centroid (M)
i.e., centre of the π ring. P1 and P2 are distances from N and H,
respectively to M. P3 is the angle between vectors N‐H and H‐M
while P4 is the angle between the NM and MN. Here N is normal to
the centre of the π ring. The geometry is adapted from earlier work
of Babu 3. The N‐H…π interaction types are represented by a two‐
letter code in which the first letter indicates the donor atom and the
second the acceptor: S and S5 represent the side‐chain atom and
side‐chain atom in the five‐membered aromatic ring, respectively.
We classified the N‐H…π interactions into two types namely, side‐
chain to side‐chain N‐H….π interactions (SS‐N‐H…π) and side‐chain
to side‐chain five member aromatic ring N‐H….π interactions (SS5‐
N‐H…π).
Secondary structure analysis
Secondary structure is one of the major criteria to understand the
structure and function of proteins. Hence a systematic analysis of
each N‐H….π interaction forming residue was performed based on
their location in different secondary structures of transmembrane
proteins. We obtained the information about secondary structures
from
PROSS
program
which
is
available
at
http://roselab.jhu.edu/utils/runpross.html.
PROSS uses backbone dihedral angles to define secondary structures.
Torsion angle space (Ramachandran map) is divided into a Phi/Psi grid
with the grid squares referred to as mesostates. Any protein backbone
conformation can be approximated by its linear sequence of mesostate
identifiers, and regular expressions of mesostate sequences can be used
to define α–helices, β-strands, turns and coil conformations of proteins.
Classification by residueresidue contacts
The N‐H….π interacting residues coming within a sphere of 8Å was
computed as described earlier 2629. For a given residue, the
comparison of the surrounding residue is analyzed in terms of the
location at the sequence level. The residues that are within a
distance of two residues are considered to contribute to short‐range
interactions, whereas those within a distance of ±3 or ±4 residues
contribute to medium‐range and those more than four residues
away contribute to long‐range interactions 28. This classification
enables us to evaluate the contribution of short‐range, medium‐
range and long‐range contacts in the formation of N‐H…π
interactions.
Evolutionary Pattern Analysis
We have used the conservation score as a parameter to study the
evolutionary relationship for the interacting residues. The
conservation score of N‐H…π interacting amino acid residues in each
protein using the ConSurf program 30. This program computes the
conservation based on the comparison of the sequence of a PDB
chain with the proteins deposited in Swiss‐Prot 31 and finds the ones
homologous to the PDB sequence. The number of PSI‐BLAST
iterations and the E‐value cutoff used in all similarity searches were
1 and 0.001, respectively. All the sequences that are evolutionarily
related with each one of the proteins in the data set were used in the
subsequent multiple alignments. Based on these protein sequence
alignments, the number of highly conserved regions was found out
among the donor and acceptor residues separately.
Stabilizing centers
Stabilization centers are clusters of residues that are involved in
medium or long‐range interactions 32. Residue clusters are identified
in protein contact maps where an accumulation of long range
interactions is observed. The residues in these cores are called
stabilization center (SC) residues, referring to their suspected role in
3D structure stabilization, and are identified as follows. The
sequence environment of each residue pair involved in a long range
interaction is analyzed. For each such residue pair we locate two
additional pairs, one in the N‐terminal flanking tetra peptide and
one in the C‐terminal tetra peptide of the original interacting residue
pair making the most long range interactions with each other. If the
number of interactions of these two triplets, the central interacting

residues plus the two additional ones, one on each flanking side is
equal to or greater than seven of the possible nine contacts, then the
two central residues are accepted as members of an SC. The
stabilization centers for the N‐H…π interacting amino acid residues
were computed using the SCide program 33 for computing the
stabilization centers. If a residue is involved in a stabilization center, its
SC value becomes 1; otherwise 0.
RESULTS
NH...π interactions
There was a total of 175 N‐H…π interactions in the set of 50
transmembrane helices and a total of 377 N‐H…π interactions in the
set of 50 transmembrane strands. he most prominent representatives
are the interactions between aromatic N–H donor groups and
aromatic π acceptors (ie, SS‐N–H…π interactions). Though N‐H….π
interaction has been reported with His acting as an acceptor 34, the
frequency of occurrence of such bonds is low owing to the
unsuitability of imidazole ring in this role when charged (His may
accept such an interaction only in neutral form). In order to identify
the percentage contribution by an amino acid to the stability, the
ratio between the numbers of interactions involving a particular
amino acid to the total number of interactions involving all the
amino acids was calculated, and was denoted as S.

The values of S obtained for all the amino acids in both
transmembrane helices and strands were plotted in Fig. 2. The
percentage ratio calculated shows that Arg make the maximum
contribution to N‐H...π interactions in both the datasets (81
interactions in a total of 175 interactions in helices and interactions in
a total of 377 interactions in strands). It might be due to the fact that
the side chain of arginine is larger and less well water‐solvated than
that of other amino acid residues, it likely benefits from better
van der Waals interactions with the aromatic ring. In addition, as
suggested by Thornton and colleagues 35, the side chain of Arg may
still donate several hydrogen bonds while simultaneously binding to
an aromatic ring (if it is stacked). Amongst the aromatic residues,
Tyr is the most common amino acid involved in such interactions (53
interactions in a total of 175 interactions in helices and 182
interactions in a total of 377 interactions in strands). Hence, Arg and Tyr
residues may be quite important for the stability of transmembrane
proteins.
Secondary structure preferences
The propensity of the amino acid residues to favor a particular
conformation has been well documented. Such conformational
preference is not only dependent on the amino acid but also
dependent on the local amino acid sequence. We analyzed the
secondary structure preference of each residue type i.e. donor and
acceptor residues, which participated in the N‐H…π interactions. The
secondary structure preference of each of the residue types involved
in all the N‐H….π interactions for both the datasets were obtained
using PROSS program. It is interesting to note that as expected, donor
and acceptor residues preferred to be in helix in the first dataset
containing TMH and in the second dataset containing TMS, both residue
types preferred to be in β-sheet configuration.
Sequential separation
The contribution of N‐H….π interactions in transmembrane proteins
could define either the local or the global stability of the proteins.
Therefore, the need to evaluate the contribution of inter‐residual N‐
H…π interactions arises. The sequential distance between residues
that contributed to N‐H…π interactions were calculated and results
were depicted in Fig. 3. It reveals that 24.03%, 30.23% and 45.74% of
the N‐H…π interactions were found to be long‐range, medium‐range
and short‐range interactions respectively in transmembrane helices
(TMH) while the individual contibution of the aforesaid three types of
interaction ranges in transmembrane strands (TMS) runs to be 42.7%,
5.3% and 52.0% respectively.
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Relationship between Conservation Score and NH….π interaction
We used the ConSurf program to compute the conservation score of
amino acid residues involved in N‐H…π interactions in the
transmembrane protein datasets, and the results were shown in Fig. 4.
38% of the donor amino acid residues (20.83% from TMH and
17.79% from TMS) and 31% of the acceptor residues (16.66% from
TMH and 14.4% from TMS) were highly conserved regions of the
protein sequences.
Stabilizing centers
We used the SCide program for computing the stabilization centers
involved in N‐H…π interactions in the transmembrane proteins data
set, and the results were shown in Fig. 5. In TMS, 28.9% of the amino
acid residues that contributed donor atoms in N‐H…π interactions
had one or more stabilization centers and 11.4% of TMH donor
residues had one or more stabilization centers in addition to their
contribution to N‐H…π interactions. In case of amino acid residues
that contributed acceptor atoms in N‐H…π interactions, 11.4% of the
TMH amino acid residues had one or more stabilization centers,
while 13.7% of the acceptor amino acid residues from TMS had a high
stabilizing effect on the protein structure through their participation in
stabilization centers.
DISCUSSION
We have investigated the influence of N‐H…π interactions on the
structural stability of transmembrane proteins. There was a total of
552 N‐H…π interactions in the set of transmembrane proteins. We find
that Arg residue plays an important role in forming such
interactions. The most prominent representatives are the
interactions between aromatic N–H donor groups and aromatic π
acceptors (ie, SS‐N–H…π interactions). Though N‐H….π interaction
has been reported with His acting as an acceptor 41, the frequency of
occurrence of such bonds is low owing to the unsuitability of

imidazole ring in this role when charged. In the first dataset, TMH,
most of the residues involved in N‐H…π interactions prefer the
secondary structure of alpha helical segments, thus justifying their
transmembrane protein type i.e. α-helices. This indicates that either
direct neighbors along the sequence or close neighbors in helices or
sometimes coils preferably display this kind of interaction. Thus, the
transmembrane α-helix proteins are, therefore, confronted with a very
large number of helices in their three dimensional arrangements. In
the second dataset containing the transmembrane β-strands, most of the
involved residues in N-H...π interactions as expected prefer the
secondary structure of β-sheets. The N-H...π interactions are formed
mainly by long range contacts as evident from the inter-residual
distance calculations in these interactions. From the conservation score
of each amino acid residues, we were able to infer that more than
30% of the interacting residues might be highly conserved in
transmembrane proteins. The conservation of amino acid residues
with π‐systems in some cases may be linked to their involvement in
N‐H...π interactions and to the stability or the function of the protein.
Furthermore, significant percentage of both donor and acceptor
residues in N–H…π interactions had one or more stabilizing centers
in transmembrane proteins.
This kind of statistical reports unequivocally shows that the weaker
interactions cannot and must not be neglected. This interaction,
which is about half as strong as a normal hydrogen bond,
contributes approximately 3 kcal/mol of stabilizing energy and is
expected to play a significant role in molecular associations. Albeit
weak, but cumulatively can make a quantitatively greater energetic
contribution to folding and stability. All these show that N‐H...π
interactions are typically an integral part of hydrogen bonding in
proteins. The consideration of these important interactions might
enhance the usefulness of protein stabilities, interaction energies
and folding energies calculations in general and further our
understanding of protein structures and their functions.

Fig. 1: Parameters for XH…. π interaction (X=N): P1 ≤ 5.00 Å; P2 ≤ 4.50 Å; P3 ≥ 120 ; P4≤30

Fig. 2: Amino acids contribution to the stability of transmembrane proteins
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Fig. 3: NH…π interactions range in transmembrane proteins

Fig. 4: Conservation score for interacting residues

Fig. 5: Stabilization centers in transmembrane proteins
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Table 1: Data Set of Transmembrane Proteins
Transmembrane Proteins
Transmembrane Helices (TMH)
1A91
1B9U
1C3W
1FBK
1KY0
1ORQ
1VJM
3MRA
2NOP
2Z5X
1A11
1B11
1C8R
1FJP
1L0M
1PXS
1VRY
2AU1
2OA0
2ZUP
1APA
1BTQ
1C8S
1HZK
1LIJ

1QKP
1XP5
2EAT
2RDD
3GWV
1ATA
1BZK
1E0P
1IIJ
1MGY
1SKH
1XRD
2KAM
2UUH
3HGC
1B0K
1C0V
1F42
1KG9
1NEN
1SOR
1YMG
2NEO
2W2E
3JYC
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